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Abstract

1

Converged multi-level secure (MLS) systems, such as Qubes
OS or SecureView, heavily rely on virtualization and service virtual machines (VMs). Traditionally, driver domains
– isolated VMs that run device drivers – and daemon VMs
use full-blown general-purpose OSs. It seems that specialized lightweight OSs, known as unikernels, would be a better fit for those. Surprisingly, to this day, driver domains
can only be built from Linux. We discuss how unikernels
can be beneficial in this context – they improve security
and isolation, reduce memory overheads, and simplify software configuration and deployment. We specifically propose
to use unikernels that borrow device drivers from existing
general-purpose OSs.
We present Kite which implements network and storage
unikernel-based VMs and serve two essential classes of devices. We compare our approach against Linux using a number of typical micro- and macrobenchmarks used for networking and storage. Our approach achieves performance
similar to that of Linux. However, we demonstrate that the
number of system calls and ROP gadgets can be greatly
reduced with our approach compared to Linux. We also
demonstrate that our approach has resilience to an array
of CVEs (e.g., CVE-2021-35039, CVE-2016-4963, and CVE2013-2072), smaller image size, and improved startup time. Finally, unikernelizing is doable for the remaining (non-driver)
service VMs as evidenced by our unikernelized DHCP server.

Converged multi-level secure (MLS) systems [24, 27, 32, 35,
58, 65] are OSs which allow users to interact with applications easily in a single environment while providing better
levels of security than typical OSs [42]. More specifically, an
OS can use hardware virtualization as an extra protection
layer against malicious actors. Based on the MLS OS’s threat
model and design goals, malicious actors can include insiders
(users) as well as outsiders (attackers), and additional sensors
can run in a privileged virtual machine (VM) to monitor abnormal behavior of both insiders and outsiders. An MLS OS
can be deployed both locally for desktop users (e.g., Qubes
OS [65]) and on a cloud, such as Amazon EC2, for enterprise
users, especially when using newer Amazon bare-metal instances which expose physical network and storage device
interfaces.
Typically, MLS OSs consist of a hypervisor (e.g., Xen [26]
in Qubes OS [65] or SecureView [24]) and unprivileged VMs
that run applications and system services. The idea is to
run an application or a group of applications in isolated
VMs, while providing the illusion of a uniform system to
users. Application VMs can typically be of any type, e.g.,
Windows- or Linux-based. Special service VMs run daemons
and drivers. Driver VMs use hypervisor’s capabilities of PCI
passthrough [82] to access the corresponding device, and
essentially run a physical driver (for storage or networking)
in an isolated VM, known as a driver domain in Xen, for more
effective load balancing and enhanced security. (See Section 2
for an overview of Xen, its I/O drivers, and driver domains.)
Isolating drivers in separate VMs is especially important as
the number of common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE)
for drivers continues to surge across different OSs (Figure 1a).
A downside of service VMs is that they are relatively
heavy-weight as they usually run a general-purpose, fullfledged OS such as Linux. Such VMs are cumbersome for
deployment and upgrades. Linux is designed to support many
subsystems (e.g., audio, video, USB, etc) as well as user-space
libraries, tools, daemons, and configuration scripts that are irrelevant to network or storage drivers alone, and yet, they all
need to be properly maintained when Linux runs as a driver
domain. (Ubuntu Server 18.04’s image is ≈1GB; the kernel
alone, without any modules, is ≈50MB.) General-purpose
OSs are also not ideal for security as they expose a potentially large attack surface, which is undesirable for systems
with a greater degree of resource sharing such as Amazon
EC2. Even special stripped-down distributions, though rarely
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Figure 1. CVEs and ROP gadgets.
used in practice, still have large memory footprints, which
add up in enterprise-scale bare-metal cloud systems that handle many I/O devices. Moreover, it is simply impossible to
reduce the number of system calls since many of them (e.g.,
clone, exec, file I/O, etc) are essential to run a Linux-based
OS. In Section 5, we show that the number of required
Linux system calls is as high as 171.
One can wonder what it will take to run a truly lightweight domain, which is exactly the problem that we address
in our paper. Linux driver domains require xen-utils [22], a
collection of user-space tools to manage a Xen-virtualized
system. Xen-utils are also used to establish connections between driver domains and other guest OSs. Xen-utils depend
on many other libraries and tools, which in turn also have
numerous dependencies (e.g., Python, etc). Note that only a
tiny fraction of this code is really relevant to driver domains.
However, xen-utils’ current monolithic approach cannot be
trivially modified to disaggregate unnecessary components.
It was reported previously that bugs or improper use of
Python can let an attacker gain unauthorized privileges in
Xen [2]. Moreover, xen-tools’ libxl can often be a source
of numerous vulnerabilities [4], which cause unauthorized
access to sensitive locations, denial of service attacks, etc.
That said, libxl could have been potentially substituted with
a much more minimalistic approach suitable for driver domains, which avoids many of these pitfalls. However, the
feasibility of that was not explored in the past. Altogether,
since we still use a general-purpose OS for driver domains,
this enables an attacker to tailor application vulnerabilities.
(Not all applications can be fully excluded from driver domains.) Furthermore, applications can even be crafted [18]
by the attacker to expose critical vulnerabilities.
Although the Linux kernel can be shrunk (but only to
a certain degree), we still need a functional user-space environment, which includes not just GLibC but also shells,
scripts, interpreters, configuration and bootstrapping tools,
etc. Since the system calls are the gateway from user-space
to kernel space, the attackers often use them to exploit vulnerabilities in the kernel and userspace. The attackers use
vulnerable/malicious applications that eventually use the
system calls to perform privilege escalation, denial of service attacks, or leak sensitive data. The presence of the large
number of system calls in Linux (≈300) contributes to a huge
attack surface. Therefore, most of the reported CVEs benefit
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from them, which makes system call reduction an active research area [39, 40]. However, many system calls are tightly
coupled with the Linux kernel (e.g., clone, init_module, modify_ldt, etc), which makes it impossible to get rid of them
without distorting the kernel design.
In contrast, unikernels [28, 43, 46–48, 51–53, 61, 83] are
lightweight OSs designed specifically for cloud systems and
run atop a hypervisor in separate virtual machines. They
are, by design, capable of running only a single application.
In unikernels, a single application is statically compiled together with the minimum necessary kernel code and libraries
to produce a single-address-space image. Such an approach
reduces code and memory footprints, thereby reducing the
attack surface. Additionally, since this strategy eliminates
context switching, system calls now become ordinary function calls. Elimination of context switching overheads can
yield performance benefits. However, unikernels are mostly
designed for user applications in mind and are unsuitable
for driver domains.
In this paper, we explore the use of the rumprun unikernel [43] for this purpose. The key feature of rumprun is
that it is directly based on NetBSD’s code [16], which potentially enables access to NetBSD’s large collection of device drivers, even very specialized ones such as Amazon
ENA. (See Section 2 for an overview of rumprun.) The entire rumprun OS image is ≈22MB. To get a general idea
of the security properties (putting Xen-related vulnerabilities aside) of the rumprun unikernel and full-fledged OSs,
we measured the corresponding number of return-oriented
programming (ROP) gadgets [64, 67] for rumprun, defaultconfigured (fairly minimal and almost no modules), CentOS
8, Fedora 05/2020, Ubuntu 18.04, and Debian 10.4 Linux kernels with their associated kernel modules. Figure 1b demonstrates that rumprun has a substantially smaller number of
gadgets than any of the Linux configurations (even without
taking into account user-space ROP gadgets). Assuming that
NetBSD’s code quality is on par with that of Linux, this also
indicates potential for improved security more generally,
as rumprun’s attack surface is proportionally reduced compared to that of full-fledged OSs. Furthermore, rumprun can
reduce the number of system calls by a factor of 10x,
and many of the disabled system calls are known to have
CVEs (Section 5).
However, out-of-the-box rumprun lacks many critical features that are necessary to make driver domains feasible.
For example, network and storage I/O must be exposed to
guest VMs via efficient paravirtualized (PV) frontend and
backend drivers, which communicate with the corresponding physical device drivers in a driver domain. A recent
work [58] extends rumprun for multicore systems and implements minimalistic support for Xen’s hardware virtualization
mode (HVM). However, rumprun still lacks critical features
in HVM (e.g., xenbus [79] and xenstore [80]). Rumprun also
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lacks backend drivers for storage and networking. (Unfortunately, NetBSD’s Xen drivers, unlike other drivers, cannot be
used in rumprun, and NetBSD itself is not known to support
driver domains.) Finally, rumprun lacks even basic system
orchestration tools, e.g., bridging or network address translation (NAT), and configuration scripts that would make driver
domains feasible.
We overcome these challenges by designing and implementing Kite, a system of unikernelized service VMs. It features the HVM version of rumprun incorporated with missing Xen features, PV backend drivers, and applications to
complement the missing Xen scripts. We propose a threaded
model to overcome the lack of components, such as preemptive scheduler and work queues. Resultantly, Kite contains
rumprun-based network and storage VMs – the two existent
types of driver domains. To measure the effectiveness of
our implementation, we run experiments using iPerf, Wget,
Apache, MySQL, MongoDB, Memcached, Redis, etc (Section 5). Kite provides competitive performance to that of
Linux-based driver domains, while retaining all the benefits
of unikernels such as reduced number of gadgets, smaller
image size, and faster boot time.
The paper’s research contribution is unikernelized service
VMs in MLS OSs. While past efforts explored increasing
isolation in hypervisors and reducing their attack surface
(Section 6), our work is the first to explore unikernels for
isolation of non-hypervisor core components (device drivers,
OS daemons). Although unikernels already power application
VMs in clouds, our work is the first to demonstrate that
service VMs in an MLS OS can also be built using unikernels.
Finally, Xen’s configuration and orchestration infrastructure is fairly complex and requires rich user-space environment, e.g., scripting languages. We show that much simpler
unikernels achieve the same driver domain functionality
with smaller overheads. None of the prior unikernel works
targeted the same problem, nor was it clear if driver domains
were feasible in the unikernel environment at all (due to the
heavy infrastructure in Linux). Not to mention that most
unikernels simply lack physical device drivers since they are
targeted for clouds.

2
2.1

Background
Xen HVM

Xen is a popular Type I hypervisor [44], often used by MLS
OSs. Though initially Xen pioneered “paravirtualization”
(PV) which required to modify OS kernels, later CPUs implemented hardware-assisted virtualization (VT-x, AMD-V, etc),
and Xen widely adopted the hardware virtualization mode
(HVM). HVM is preferred by MLS OS vendors due to an
extra layer of hardware isolation. HVM also better supports
IOMMU [25, 41], which is required for driver domains.
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2.2

Xen I/O Drivers

Traditional I/O device emulation is inefficient due to substantial performance overheads [29]. Xen’s original idea to
use special I/O drivers for PV also carries over to HVM as
long as the corresponding guest VM is enlightened about
Xen’s presence. Other hypervisors, e.g., VMware, Hyper-V,
and KVM, implement similar faster I/O drivers.
In Figure 2, we show Xen’s PV I/O driver architecture. PV
drivers are typically divided into two parts: frontend and
backend. A frontend driver runs in the guest VM, denoted as
DomU. This driver provides an interface, similar to that of a
corresponding physical driver (e.g., a network interface). The
underlying PV driver implementation remains transparent to
the applications in DomU. Therefore, the applications do not
require any modifications to access the PV drivers. Frontends
can be instantiated from the same or different DomUs.
A backend driver can run either in Dom0, the privileged
administrative VM, or in a driver domain (see Section 2.3). It
communicates with the physical device through the device
interface provided by the physical device driver that runs in
the same domain. Each backend driver is implemented such
that it can connect to multiple frontends.
Backends and frontends connect and communicate with
each other using Xen’s protocol. Both ends store their critical
information in the xenstore [80] database. Xenbus [79] reads
from and writes to xenstore. Using xenbus, the two sides
negotiate their capabilities and features. To monitor the other
end’s activity, each end can use xenbus to set up “watches.”
For inter-VM notifications, Xen’s event channel implements virtual interrupts. Xen shares memory between VMs
through grant tables, which specify what memory pages are
shared. The frontend allocates shared memory and initializes
I/O ring buffers, which are used by both ends to transfer data.
As Figure 2 shows, for each frontend instance, a corresponding backend instance is created.
2.2.1 Netfront and Netback. For networking, netfront
and netback correspond to frontend and backend drivers.
Netfront exposes a virtual network interface to the network
stack of a guest OS. On the other side, netback forwards
packets to and from the physical device driver. The netback
and netfront drivers use two shared ring buffers for data
exchange, which are allocated by netfront. One ring buffer,
Tx, is used for sending packets from netfront to netback.
Another ring buffer, Rx, is used for sending packets from
netback to netfront.
There can be multiple netback instances in the VM. To
share a network interface controller (NIC), a bridge can be
used to connect all netbacks with the NIC. The bridge routes
packets between backends and the NIC, and across different
backends.
2.2.2 Blkfront and Blkback. For secondary storage, blkfront and blkback correspond to frontend and backend. A
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Figure 2. Xen’s PV I/O driver model.
guest OS uses blkfront to issue block device operations such
as read, write, etc. On the other side, blkback forwards these
operations to the physical device driver. Using the I/O ring
buffer, blkfront sends requests with the necessary information (sector number, size, etc) to blkback. Blkback performs
the specified operation on the storage device and sends back
a response. The data is transferred between two sides using
shared memory via Xen’s grant table.
2.3

Driver Domains

Xen’s privileged (Dom0) VM traditionally runs device drivers
and performs many critical system tasks. However, unprivileged guest VMs which run device drivers, known as driver
domains, can offload Dom0. Driver domains also increase
isolation and overall system security since potentially vulnerable/malicious drivers (or devices) are isolated from Dom0.
Driver domains have direct access to the underlying hardware by using PCI passthrough [82]. In Xen, driver domains
can be used for both networking and storage by running
netback and blkback drivers, along with the corresponding
physical device drivers, inside separate VMs rather than
Dom0.
Note that Xen’s split driver model is different from Xen’s
device virtualization (SR-IOV). Although VFs can be created
for certain (but not all) NICs, they are less feasible for storage.
Thus, dedicated driver domains are still often used to share
the same piece of hardware across different VMs.
Because of the above-mentioned benefits, MLS OSs, such
as Qubes OS [65] and SecureView [24], widely adopted driver
domains. For stronger isolation, MLS OSs also require the I/O
memory management unit (IOMMU) [25, 41] to be present.
HVM is essential for full-fledged IOMMU support; it safely
remaps interrupts and memory addresses to protect against
both malicious (or faulty) devices and vulnerable (or buggy)

device drivers. As a result, Dom0’s attack surface reduces.
Any driver malfunction or exploit will not directly affect
Dom0, and Xen’s administrative interface to other guest OSs
remains uninterrupted. Though other hypervisors such as
KVM [45] support faster I/O, they do not yet realize driver
domains. (At the very least, they do not provide the same
level of isolation.)

2.4

Rump Kernels and Rumprun

For the network and storage driver domains, we need a
unikernel capable of running many device drivers. A fair
number of non-compatible network (Ethernet [49], Wireless LAN [23], etc) and storage (PATA, SATA, SCSI, NVMe)
controllers must be supported. Because porting incurs nontrivial engineering effort, we need a unikernel that can reuse
existing drivers.
Historically, the Flux OSKit [37] was the first to introduce the idea of constructing OSs with the components from
multiple different OSs. NetBSD [16], a well-known generalpurpose OS, has a unique property in that all its core kernel
components are refactored into anykernel components. The
anykernel concept implies that these components can be
used in any context, e.g., a device driver can be executed in
a user thread. A special rump kernel glue layer enables the
reuse of the anykernel components outside of the NetBSD
kernel.
Rumprun is a unikernel that leverages rump kernels such
that it can potentially reuse any NetBSD device driver. Figure 3a shows the rumprun software stack, which consists
of the platform-specific layer (Interface to Xen) and bare
metal kernel (BMK) layer, which implements thread management, scheduling, interrupts, and memory management.
A special rumpuser layer implements an interface (known
as “hypercalls”, which are not to be confused with Xen’s
hypercalls) for the rump kernel components to communicate
with the BMK layer. Kite reuses other NetBSD components,
such as the TCP stack and vnode block device interface that
are denoted as ‘Faction.’
The layers above the rump kernel consist of relevant libraries and their interface to the rump kernel. A unikernel
application runs on top of the stack. NetBSD system calls
from LibC are replaced with ordinary function calls. Since
drivers need semantically similar support routines to that
of NetBSD, the rump kernel contains ‘Base’ which provides
support for memory allocation, thread handling, and locking.
Although a number of embedded Linux systems exist,
we are not aware of a comparable minimal system that
can readily be used for driver domains. Linux-based unikernels [47, 63] currently lack maturity and flexibility. In contrast, rumprun is stable, and rump kernels are upstreamed
to NetBSD.
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In this section, we discuss the challenges for building driver
domains and present a high-level overview of Kite.

Application

LibC

3.1

Rump Kernel Calls

Rump Kernel Syscalls

Challenges

To retain all security benefits, we need to support IOMMU [25,
41], which confines erroneous DMA requests to a driver domain and prevents them from being propagated to other
domains. Xen supports IOMMU fully only in the HVM mode.
A recent work, LibrettOS [58], extends rumprun for multicore systems and partially adds Xen HVM support, which
we leverage in our work. This rumprun variant still lacks
xenstore and xenbus in HVM, which are required for Xen I/O
drivers.
Another big hurdle is that all existing versions of rumprun
only implement (non-optimized) frontend drivers and completely lack any backend drivers, let alone tools that would
be necessary to configure backend drivers and driver domains. Unfortunately, NetBSD’s Xen I/O drivers cannot be
leveraged in rumprun unlike most other drivers. NetBSD is
also not known to support driver domains at all.
Yet another hurdle is driver domain organization. There
are several backend instances in driver domains. To link netbacks to a physical NIC, techniques such as bridging, routing,
and network address translation (NAT) are used. Likewise,
for storage, some device-specific information needs to be
retrieved from and written to xenbus, which is later read by
the corresponding blkback instances. Xen provides special
domain initialization scripts and tools to perform these operations in Linux. They run as separate processes and are
triggered on demand. However, a single-application unikernel environment cannot use this approach. Rumprun lacks
the basic infrastructure to even run these scripts. Although
NetBSD supports NAT and bridging, the corresponding tools
must be ported and adapted as no one has ever used them in
rumprun.
Unikernelization of driver domains requires more than
implementing backend drivers, xenbus, xenstore, and tools.
For example, netback must consistently maintain the data
flow for both Rx and Tx ring buffers, which are handled asynchronously. In addition, orchestration tools must run concurrently as part of the unikernel application. Since rumprun
uses a simple non-preemptive scheduler even for user code,
both tools and netback must avoid ever monopolizing CPUs
to allow seamless duplex communication without sacrificing
performance or existing driver compatibility.
In our design, we largely retain the original functionality
but use a more lightweight (single-process) infrastructure,
written in C, which is specifically designed for our unikernel.
We consider the Xen hypervisor to be the only trusted
component in a Xen-based virtualization stack. All VMs
running on top of the hypervisor (Dom0, driver domains, and
DomUs) are potentially vulnerable components and share
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Figure 3. Driver domain adaptation to rumprun in Kite.
the same threat model. Therefore, attacks applicable to guest
VMs are also applicable to our driver domains.
In Figure 3b, we show the architecture of our driver domains. Along with the basic rumprun components in different layers, we represent both domain-specific (network and
storage) components, such as blkback and netback, in the
same figure due to space limitations. The green rectangles
denote the components that we developed from scratch, and
the red rectangles present the components we adapted from
NetBSD. Although each unikernel VM typically serves one
device, our design can easily support many devices (e.g., several NICs for better I/O scaling) since Kite supports multiple
cores.
3.2

Netback Driver

Two vital parts of the network driver domain are the netback
driver and network device driver (e.g., ethernet driver). The
network device driver, located at the rump kernel layer as
shown in Figure 3b, provides a network interface (IF), which
is used to transfer network packets between the netback driver and the outside world. The netback driver creates exactly
one netback instance for every virtual network channel from
the corresponding netfront instance in a guest VM. Each
netback instance creates one virtual network interface (VIF).
Our network domain connects all virtual and physical interfaces, i.e. IF and VIFs, using a network bridge, which is
located at the application layer.
The Interface to Xen layer hosts the netback driver along
with other Xen-related components such as xenbus and grant
table interfaces. Even though netback is designed specifically
for Xen, we have to separate it into platform-dependent and
platform-independent layers to follow design principles and
linking restrictions of rumprun. The upper layer of netback
is responsible for communication with the network driver
through rumprun’s network stack and bridge. For any incoming packet (from the network stack) destined to a DomU, this
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layer places packets into a memory buffer and forwards them
to the bottom layer. The bottom layer places these memory
buffers into a corresponding Xen I/O ring buffer and notifies netfront on the other side. Similarly, for a stream of
network packets originating from a DomU, the bottom layer
receives them in memory buffers through the ring buffer and
forwards them to the upper layer. Subsequently, the upper
layer pushes these memory buffers onto the network stack.
Aside from ring buffer operations, other hypervisor-specific
operations between netback and netfront such as interrupts
through Xen’s event channel are done at the bottom layer.
This duplex communication happens through asynchronous events. Netback is expected to complete the interactions
as soon as there is any data available from netfront. However, rumprun lacks rich OS support for interrupts and work
queues. In our design, we exploit multi-threading so that netback does not block any hypervisor-based event mechanisms
and processes data fast. Our design includes an event handler
that is invoked when there is a notification from netfront for
a data request or response. Often, these notifications require
operations involving hypercalls, which are time-expensive.
Spending significant time in the handler may create a bottleneck, blocking other incoming notifications. We introduce
a dedicated thread, activated by the handler, to take over
and perform necessary actions in response to notifications.
Likewise, netback needs to respond to the network stack
operations by using callback routines. Spending too much
time in these routines delays subsequent operations because
a response may issue an expensive hypercall. To minimize
the response time, another thread is waken by the routines
and performs the actual processing.
Linux runs a special daemon for starting services needed
in the corresponding Xen driver domain. Along with other
responsibilities, this service runs networking scripts that
set up a bridge, NAT, etc. In our single-process unikernel
environment, we create a unified application that waits for
requests by DomUs, creates new netback instances, and connects netbacks to the physical NIC (i.e., using a bridge). This
application cooperates with netback to avoid CPU monopolization.
3.3

Blkback Driver

In the same vein, blkback is instrumental for storage domains.
If any VM seeks PV storage through blkfront, the storage
domain negotiates with that VM and creates a blkback instance.
We divide blkback into platform-dependent and platformindependent layers similar to the netback driver. The bottom layer handles requests (i.e., transfers data blocks) from
blkfront and sends responses using Xen I/O ring buffer. Depending on the type of the request (read, write, etc), the
upper layer performs a corresponding operation on the storage device using the block device API. The upper layer also
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Table 1. Lines of Code (LOC) for changes.
Component

Description

LOC

Blkback
Netback
HVM extension
Configuration
Utilities
Daemon VM

Xen’s storage backend driver
Xen’s network backend driver
xenbus and xenstore support
network and storage applications
ifconfig/brconfig changes
OpenDHCP [60] as a daemon VM

1904
2791
1100
450
222
16

Total:

6483

forwards a response from the device driver to the bottom
layer.
Each request consists of multiple block segments to perform a particular operation. A write request reads segments
from the shared memory and writes them to the storage device. A read request is the opposite of that. Memory is shared
through grant tables, which involve costly hypercalls, but
our blkback driver adopts several optimizations described
below.
Similar to netfront and netback, blkfront notifies blkback
through the event channel. To prevent requests from being
piled up and accelerate request processing, we run a separate thread for reading all pending requests and performing
operations on the storage device. This thread wakes up only
when there is a notification from the event channel.
When the physical device driver completes the requested
operation, blkback sends a response to blkfront. Similar to
Linux’s blkback design, we handle operations and send responses asynchronously. Subsequent requests are not blocked
by the current request. There are other Linux-specific optimizations we support to achieve good performance. We
batch block device operations where segments from one
or multiple requests are consecutive. This reduces the total
number of block device operations and increases throughput. We use “persistent referencing” to avoid mapping and
unmapping of the same memory location through grant table operations, which involve costly hypercalls. We retain
a memory address and its grant reference, so that we can
later reuse the existent mapping for a grant reference that is
already saved.
Finally, a direct segment request contains a maximum
of 11 segments’ information since it is the maximum size a
block ring can accommodate along with the ring indexes [21].
Therefore, direct segments are limited to 44KB, which is
insufficient for high-speed NVMe SSDs. An indirect segment
request contains grant references to pages, each containing
512 segments’ information. Thus, we also support indirect
segments for transferring up to 16MB per request.

4

Implementation

We use a recent version of rumprun [58] that already adds
minimal HVM and multicore support. As Table 1 shows,
most implementation effort relates to drivers. Configuration
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applications, though small, support common scenarios; they
cooperate with the driver code to avoid CPU monopolization.
4.1

Backend Invocation

A separate backend instance must be created for every frontend counterpart in DomU. A driver domain needs to know
that one or more frontends are waiting for pairing. The backend driver sets a watch in xenstore [80], which is a database
in the shared space between domains. The xenstored [78]
daemon in Dom0 keeps this database updated with each domain’s configuration and status information. Each domain
has paths in xenstore where the corresponding information
is stored. When a frontend instance attempts to connect to
its backend instance, a new path containing the requesting
frontends’s information is created. Any change in driver domain paths is detected by the “watch” callback in the backend
driver.
Kite backend driver spawns a dedicated thread in the very
beginning of execution to handle all path changes. When
the watch observes a change in the driver domain’s path
in xenstore, a corresponding callback function wakes this
thread up. The thread queries xenbus [79] to check if there is
any relevant change. For any unpaired frontend, the thread
creates and initializes a new backend instance.
4.2

Netback Driver

Initialization. The first step is to update the xenstore database so that this netback’s features are advertised to other
domains.
Since the hypervisor has all machine memory mapped for
all domains, it is faster to copy data across domains using the
hypervisor. To provide faster data transfer between netfront
and netback, Xen supports hypervisor-based data copy, and
nowadays, most of the netfronts from OSs such as Linux and
NetBSD utilize this feature. Therefore, in our Kite network
driver domain, we implement this feature.
The communication between the frontend and backend
parts happens through special I/O ring buffers, which are
built on top of Xen’s shared memory mechanism called grant
tables [81]. Netfront and netback use two ring buffers: Tx
and Rx. Netfront uses Tx to send data to netback, which eventually forwards this data to the network stack (e.g., bridge)
through the netback virtual interface (VIF). Conversely, when
netback’s VIF receives any data from the stack, netback forwards it to netfront using Rx. To distinguish VIF instances
from each other, each VIF is assigned a unique name.
Netfront allocates shared memory and initializes Tx and
Rx. To access ring buffers, netback reads Tx and Rx grant references from xenstore and maps them to its address space. It
keeps track of ring buffer accesses using producer-consumer
indices. Notifications between netback and netfront happen
asynchronously through event channels (virtual interrupts).
Netback binds an event channel to a dedicated event handler.
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Transmit. In DomUs, any data from the network stack goes
to netfront. Netfront transmits packets to netback using Tx.
Likewise, netback pushes received data to the corresponding
VIF. The ring buffer consists of multiple slots that can be
used for requests as well as responses. Tx transmits data
from netfront through netback. After placing requests into
the ring buffer, netfront issues a virtual interrupt. Netback’s
handler copies the unhandled requests and maps pages to
its address space. The memory contents are then delivered
to a VIF.
Netback sends responses to netfront on completed Tx
operations by using the slots from already served requests.
Once these slots are filled with responses, netback pushes
them to the Tx ring buffer and notifies netfront (if necessary).
Receive. For the opposite direction, netback pushes the data
from a VIF to Rx. Rx is not the inverse of Tx, but similar in
some aspects. Like Tx, the Rx ring buffer consists of multiple
slots that can be used for requests and responses.
When netfront sends Rx requests, netback retains them
but cannot send back any data until it receives data from the
VIF. When VIF data is ready, netback copies the data to the
pages associated with the corresponding Rx requests using
the grant table. To notify netfront, netback reuses the served
request slots for responses and issues a virtual interrupt.
Multiple Threads. Rumprun lacks Linux’s rich support for
work queues. We use threads for faster Tx and Rx operations.
For faster response to the notifications coming from netfront, the notification handler at netback must act efficiently.
If the handler responds to the requests using the shared ring
buffers, subsequent notifications need to wait longer since
the Xen hypercalls associated with shared memory manipulation are time expensive. It will hurt latency sensitive applications. Therefore, our handler only wakes up a dedicated
thread, pusher, if not already awake. Pusher keeps reading
Tx requests and copying corresponding data from the shared
memory and sends them to the VIF through the network
stack. If there are no pending Tx requests, the pusher thread
goes to sleep.
If there is any incoming data at the VIF, a callback function
in the netback driver is invoked. Similar to the pusher thread,
a dedicated thread, soft_start, keeps copying and sending
these data to the netfront instance using the Rx ring buffer
and shared memory. This thread goes to sleep once there is
no data or Rx requests left. The callback function only wakes
up the soft_start thread if it is sleeping.
4.3

Network Application

Using a network bridge, we connect the VIF interfaces from
netbacks to the physical NIC. To that end, we developed
an application in our network driver domain. When this
application is launched, it creates a bridge interface. Next,
the application assigns an IP address to the physical interface; the physical interface works as a gateway for incoming
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and outgoing packets across all VIFs. Then, the application
watches for a new VIF to appear and adds the new interface
to the bridge.
We ported the ifconfig(8) utility from NetBSD to initialize
bridge interfaces and assign IP addresses. Along with that, we
also ported the brconfig(8) utility from NetBSD, which is used
for adding interfaces to a bridge. To allow other components
such as netback, the NIC driver, and network stack make
progress, our application explicitly yields CPU time.

4.4

Blkback Driver

Initialization. First, blkback advertises its properties (the
number of sectors, sector size, read/write mode, and features
such as cache flush support, persistent grant references, the
maximum number of indirect segments) via xenstore. Then,
blkback sets its status in xenstore as ‘connected.’ Next, blkfront writes its properties to xenstore: ring references, an
event channel number, support for persistent grant references, and an I/O protocol. Blkback maps the ring buffer and
sets an event handler for notifications from blkfront. Unlike
networking, storage I/O uses one ring buffer and one event
channel.
Request. As discussed in Section 3.3, we have a thread for request notifications. The thread copies the request and stores
segment information from the copied requests. With the
segment information, I/O buffers are constructed in batches.
The grant references are mapped to the pages inside the
storage domain’s address space and are used as buffer block
data. Once buffers for all consecutive segments from one or
more requests are constructed, the device driver interface is
called through the upper layer to perform I/O.
Response. Blkback sends a response to blkfront when the
bottom layer hears back from the device driver regarding
previously submitted I/O. NetBSD’s buffer structure makes
it possible to set a callback function, which the device driver
calls when it completes the submitted operations. In the
callback, blkback unmaps grant references (unless they are
persistent) and sends responses back to blkfront with the
success/failure status, and then destroys memory buffers.
Blkback uses its event channel to issue a virtual interrupt to
blkfront.
Indirect Segment and Persistent References. Indirect
segments can be crucial for NVMe SSDs but they require
mapping indirection. First, we map grant references to pages.
Then, we parse these pages, where each of them may contain
up to 512 indirect segments. (Linux currently supports at
most 32 indirect segments; we also limit the number to 32.)
To implement persistent referencing, we map each page
separately so that we can reuse these pages even if they do
not maintain any sequence in other requests. We store grant
references and addresses of corresponding mapped pages in
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Table 2. Hardware configuration.
Server
CPU
Cores
L1/L2
L3
Memory
Network
Storage

Client

Xeon E5-2695 2.20GHz
Core i5-6600K 3.50GHz
24 (w/ HyperThreading) 4
32/256 KB per core
32/256 KB per core
30720 KB
6114 KB
64 GB
16 GB
Intel 82599ES 10-Gigabit Intel 82599ES 10-Gigabit
Samsung 970 EVO
N/A
Plus 500GB NVMe

a lookup data structure, which makes it possible to avoid
re-mapping.

5

Evaluation

We do a security evaluation, which includes CVE and ROP
gadget analysis, and a performance analysis to identify performance overheads, if any, due to our implementation.
We only compare against Linux-based driver VMs since
Linux is the only OS that supports driver domains. (NetBSD
currently does not support them.) Likewise, Xen is the only
hypervisor that has fully-fledged driver VM support currently. Our performance evaluation shows that, even with
the mentioned challenges in Section 3.1, Kite is as performant as Linux for most of the cases. Some performance gains
can be attributed to NetBSD drivers. Other gains come from
the elimination of extra OS layers and user space.
Table 2 shows our setup. A client and server machines
are directly connected by a SFI/SFP+ network cable. Driver VMs are tested on the server side. For network-related
tests, our client acts as a load generator. Our server runs
Xen (Dom0 has no storage/network drivers). Each server
application runs in DomU. We create Linux-based and Kite
driver VMs, which access the NIC and NVMe storage via
PCI passthrough.
Dom0, DomU, and Linux-based driver domains run Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS, kernel 5.0.0-23-generic. They are assigned 8GB,
5GB, and 2GB of RAM, respectively. For Kite VMs, we use
Rumprun-SMP [43, 58] (based on NetBSD 9.0) with our additional changes. We assign less memory (1GB) since rumprun’s
footprint is smaller. In our tests, we found that one virtual
CPU (vCPU) suffices since driver domains are I/O-intensive,
but we support multiple vCPUs. Each driver domain allots 1
vCPU, and DomU allots 22 vCPUs. We use Ubuntu’s standard
Xen 4.9 hypervisor.
5.1

Security

5.1.1 Syscall Reduction and CVEs. The minimalistic design of Kite allows only a handful of libraries, selected drivers,
and one application per driver domain. These applications
replace the need for several userspace libraries (e.g., python)
and tools (e.g., xen-tools). Therefore, Kite driver domains are
safe from many known vulnerabilities, such as CVE-20164963 and CVE-2013-2072, associated with unneeded libraries
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Table 3. Examples of CVEs prevented by only keeping necessary system calls.
Syscall Name
Description
init_module
Linux Kernel loading unsigned kernel modules via init_module syscall.
execve
A race condition allows local attackers to leak sensitive data from setuid programs.
ftruncate, mremap
Permits access to a already freed and reused physical page.
compat_sys_setsockopt Allows a privileged user to arbitrarily write to a limited range of kernel memory.
timer_create
Allows userspace applications to read arbitrary kernel memory.
modify_ldt, clone
Allows an attacker to achieve a use-after-free impact by running a crafted program.
rename
Allows local users to cause a denial of service attack.
rename, unlink
Allows local users to cause a denial of service attack.
compat_sys_nanosleep Usage of uninitialized data creates possible out-of-bounds read.
clone
Allows unprivileged child process to send arbitrary signals to a parent process.
chmod, stat
Allows local users to bypass intended access restrictions via crafted syscalls.

(b) Size(MB)

7

75

Kite
Ubuntu

(c) Boot time(s)

4000000
3000000

Quantity of Gadgets

(a) Syscall Count

27

18

171

297

CVE ID
2021-35039
2019-3901
2018-18281
2018-1068
2017-18344
2017-17053
2016-6198
2016-6197
2014-3180
2009-0028
2009-0835

5.1.2 ROP Gadget Reduction. Though reduction of ROP
gadgets does not always improve security, a smaller number of ROP gadgets indicates potential obstacles for an attacker since the attacker will have a hard time constructing
ROP chains to exploit a known vulnerability, assuming that
NetBSD’s code quality is generally on par with that of Linux.
Using the methodology from Follner et al. [36] and a tool [12],
we count ROP gadgets belonging to different categories: Data
move, Arithmetic, Logic, Control flow, Shift & Rotate, Setting

Arithmatic
ShiftAndRotate
Floating
Nop

Logic
SettingFlags
Misc
Ret

2000000
1000000

Figure 4. System call, size, and boot time comparison.
and applications that are part of traditional service VMs. We
found 172 [19] and 92 [20] reported CVEs that make use
of crafted applications and shell, respectively, for performing attacks on Linux-based OSs. Being single-purpose OSs
without rich user-space environments, Kite VMs prevent
the attackers from running malicious applications or using
shells.
Rumprun leverages syscall-related functions from NetBSD.
Since each Kite VM runs one specific application, we can
easily pinpoint the system calls that are used. We found
that rumprun uses 14 and 18 system calls for the network
and storage domain, respectively, whereas even minimal
Ubuntu-based driver domains use 10x more systems calls
(Figure 4a). Furthermore, to prevent attackers from using
other syscalls, we discard all remaining syscalls during the
compilation process. This reduces the attack surface and
mitigates many CVEs, including 11 CVEs presented in the
Table 3. Though we can block a few syscalls in Linux, lots of
them are essential to initialize and run driver domains and
cannot be removed.

DataMove
ControlFlow
String
MMX

0
Kite

Default

CentOS

Fedora

Debian

Ubuntu

Figure 5. ROP gadget comparison.
flags, String, Floating point, Misc, MMX, NOP, and RET. Each
category represents a class of operations.
Figure 5 breaks downs ROP gadgets, shown in Introduction, according to their category. The default Linux configuration is very minimal and has almost no modules, but
already has 4x gadgets than Kite VMs. Note that for driver
domains, we also need corresponding driver modules. Moreover, we do not count Linux user-space ROP gadgets here.
This shows Kite’s great potential for improved security.
5.2

Image Size and Boot Time

We already mentioned that rumprun is smaller than even a
fairly minimal Linux image. To further elaborate, we compare
image sizes of Kite and Linux-based driver domains used in
experiments. For Kite, we measured the size of the entire
Kite VM binary. For Linux, we measured only the size of
the kernel and its modules, i.e., did not include the size of
user-space programs. As Figure 4b shows, the Linux image
is about 10x bigger than the Kite image.
Since boot times directly affect deployment in the cloud
infrastructure, it is crucial to reduce them as much as possible.
Moreover, driver domains can potentially be restarted when
recovering from failures, where faster boot times are equally
important. As Figure 4c shows, Kite takes 7 seconds to boot
a driver domain. In contrast, Linux needs 75 seconds.
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Figure 6. Nuttcp throughput for UDP file transfers.
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(a) Varying file size.
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Figure 8. Apache server throughput.
Table 4. Relative standard deviation for experiments.
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Figure 7. Linux vs. Kite network driver domains latency.
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Network Domain

We have evaluated Kite that is only built for the network driver domain, discarding all unrelated components. We have
confirmed that our system shows similar performance trends
for 1GbE and 10GbE (with various NIC drivers). In general,
Kite should work with any NIC drivers from NetBSD, including recent 40GbE drivers, for which we expect similar performance trends. In this section, we evaluate our network domain, attached to a 10GbE NIC, using both micro- and macrobenchmarks. We run the nuttcp [9] microbenchmark to measure overall network throughput. Me measure network latency using ping, Netperf [7], and memtier [8] benchmark.
We use macrobenchmarks including ApacheBench [72], Redis [11], and MySQL [6] to measure the performance of reallife applications, which can be relevant to cloud users.

Apache
Linux 1.20%
Kite
1.44%

Redis

Memtier

0.00053% 0.0029%
0.0011% 0.0023%

Sysbench
0.0167%
0.0496%

when performing 100000 SET and GET operations with a
ratio of 1:10 and data of size 8KB.
One can see that the Kite network domain achieves slightly
better latency to that of Linux across different applications.
Therefore, using Kite driver domains for running latencysensitive applications, we can achieve similar performance
to that of Linux.

5.3.1 Nuttcp. We measure the network throughput of a
Linux guest machine when using 10GbE NIC through the
Linux and Kite driver domain. To achieve optimal throughput
with minimal packet loss, we run nuttcp benchmark [9]
(v8.2.2) in the UDP mode with 4MB of window size and
8KB of buffer size. As shown in Figure 6, with the described
configuration, we achieve about 7Gbps with less than 1.5%
UDP packet loss for both Linux and Kite network domain.

5.3.3 Apache. To evaluate an HTTP server, we run Apache
(v2.4.29) in DomU and Apache benchmark in the client machine. The server data (files) are randomly generated. The
benchmark sends 100,000 requests and measures the serverside throughput. Each experiment is repeated 3 times. Figure 8a shows results for file sizes ranging from 512B to 1MB.
Figure 8b shows different parameters such as the transfer
time, throughput, and request handling rate (logarithmic
scale) for a specific Apache server experiment with a file of
512KB size. The Apache benchmark sends 100,000 requests
with 40 concurrent requests. Kite is marginally faster. For
the Linux and Kite results, the maximum relative standard
deviation (RSD) is 1.20% and 1.44%, respectively.

5.3.2 Network Latency. We use various tools with different configurations for measuring network latency. Figure 7
shows the latency comparison when using Linux’s and Kite’s
versions of netback. Pinging the guest machine from the
client machine 100 times with one-second interval, we get
lower latency for Kite (0.31ms) than for Linux (0.51ms). The
Netperf [7] benchmark, which sends 1000 requests per second with even intervals to the guest machine, shows 0.18ms
latency for Linux and 0.10ms latency for the Kite network
domain. Memtier [8], a benchmark for Memcached [5] reports 0.16ms and 0.15ms for Linux and Kite, respectively,

5.3.4 Redis. We run Redis server [11], a well-known keyvalue store, in DomU to compare driver domains. We execute
Redis benchmark (v4.0.9) with millions of SET/GET operations in the pipeline mode in the client machine. We set the
pipeline size to 1,000. We also vary concurrency, wherein
each GET/SET operation reads/writes 128MB of data with
each key of size of 64 bits.
Figure 9 shows the number of SET/GET operations per
second, on a logarithmic scale. Overall, Kite and Linux netback exhibit similar performance. The RSD for Linux’s and
Kite’s netback is 0.00053% and 0.0011%, respectively.

Linux SET
Linux GET

Kite SET
Kite GET
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Thread Count

(a) Throughput varying threads.

Kite
Linux

5
0
1

Write

Figure 11. Storage throughput (dd).
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(b) CPU utilization.

Figure 10. MySQL throughput (network domain).
5.3.5 MySQL. Aside from NoSQL (Redis, Memcached), we
evaluated the MySQL [6] server (v5.7.29), a popular SQL
database, running on DomU. On the client machine, we ran
Sysbench (v1.1.0) to measure the database throughput.
We created a database with ten tables, each with 1,000,000
records. All data fits in memory, i.e., the workload is memorybound, and there is no storage I/O. We ran the benchmark
from the client machine for a different number of threads
(from 5 to 60). The benchmark sends read-only SQL queries
to the server, which allows us to stress-test the network path.
Figure 10a shows the number of operations (queries and
transactions). There is almost no performance difference
when using Linux’s or Kite’s netback. The RSD is 0.0167% and
0.0496% for Linux and Kite, respectively. Figure 10b shows
the average CPU utilization of DomU, measured using the
sysstat utility [15], during the aforementioned benchmark
execution. We found that DomU’s CPU utilization for both
Linux and Kite is very similar.
Table 4 shows the standard deviation of experiments described in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.
5.4
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Figure 9. Redis key-value store throughput.
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For the storage domain performance evaluation, we have
built Kite exclusively for storage domain. We use dd [3] as a
microbenchmark. For macrobenchmarks, we use SysBench
(v1.1.0) and Filebench [71] (v1.5-alpha3). Macrobenchmarks
measure the performance of real-life applications such as
MySQL and MongoDB database servers, fileserver, and webserver. For each run, we flush the read buffer and use total
I/O size bigger than the main memory so that we exercise
our storage domain more aggressively.
Certain Kite’s storage performance gains can be attributed
to NetBSD itself. Other gains are due to the elimination of
kernel layers and user space.
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(a) Varying number of threads. (b) SysBench file I/O throughput.

Figure 12. SysBench file I/O throughput.
5.4.1 DD. To keep both reading and writing overheads
minimal, we use /dev/zero as the source as well as the
destination. We run experiments 3 times. Each time, 10GB
of data is transferred from/to the device. Figure 11 shows
similar performance for Linux and Kite.
5.4.2 SysBench File I/O. We use SysBench to measure file
I/O performance. SysBench uses 192 files totaling 15GB. We
perform random operations on these files with a read-write
ratio of 3:2 since read operations are performed more than
write, in general. We run the same experiment for a different
number of threads, ranging from 1 to 100, and block sizes,
ranging from 16KB to 128MB. Each run takes 5 minutes.
Figure 12a shows throughputs for runs with a different
number of threads for a block size of 256KB. Figure 12b
shows throughputs for runs with a fixed number of threads
(20) and different block sizes. Throughputs for Kite are very
comparable to that of Linux. Kite is even better than Linux
for higher number of threads and block sizes. The average
RSD is 0.49% and 0.33% and the average latency is 16.91ms
and 15.23ms for Linux and Kite, respectively.
5.4.3 SysBench MySQL. We evaluate MySQL for storage using SysBench. Our database contains 100 tables, each
with 1 million records, totalling 20GB of disk space. We vary
the number of threads, each thread performs complex SQL
queries [14]. Results in Figure 13 are identical.
5.4.4 Filebench Fileserver. To generate a file server workload, we use a fileserver benchmark from Filebench. We run
50 threads in parallel each performing series of operations
including create, read, write, append, close, stat, delete, etc.
Before running the workload, Filebench creates 100,000 files
with an average size of 128KB, which makes a total of around
13GB. The mean append size is 1KB where the I/O sizes are
varied, from 16KB to 8MB, for each run of 5 minutes.
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Figure 16. Filebench: Webserver.
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Figure 14. Filebench’s fileserver throughput.
Throughput results are presented in Figure 14. Kite’s storage domain often performs slightly better than Linux. The
maximum incurred latency for this experiment is 8.99ms and
7.93ms for Linux and Kite, respectively.
5.4.5 Filebench MongoDB Server. We also evaluate MongoDB, a NoSQL database server, using Filebench because of
its different file access patterns. We create 20GB of data with
the mean I/O size of 4MB. Figure 15 shows the throughput,
execution time per operation, and latency, stretched in logarithmic scale, for a run of 5 minutes with one user. Kite
outperforms Linux proving our storage domain can exhibit
better performance even for lower concurrency.
5.4.6 Filebench Webserver. To generate a web server
workload, we run 50 threads in parallel, where each thread
performs a series of operations combining open, read, and
close. First, filebench creates 200,000 files with an average
size of 64KB, totaling around 13GB. The mean append size
and I/O size is 16KB and 1MB, respectively. We run each
experiment for 5 minutes. Figure 16 shows the web server
throughput, execution time per operation, and latency, which
are stretched in the logarithmic scale. Kite’s storage domain
takes a little less time than Linux for executing each operation, and thus Kite provides slightly higher throughput and
lower latency.
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Daemon Service VM

We measured our rumprun-based OpenDHCP server [60]
performance using perfdhcp [10] (a DHCP benchmarking
tool) and compared latencies with Linux. The average delay

for DHCP discover offer and request acknowledgement is
very similar for rumprun and Linux (delays are ≈0.78 ms and
≈0.7 ms for Discover-Offer and Request-Ack, respectively).

6

Related Work

MLS Systems. Qubes OS [65] and SecureView [24] are Xenbased OSs for desktop and enterprise users, respectively.
Qubes OS uses several types of VMs: network VM, storage
VM, other service VMs, apps VMs, and administrative/GUI
VM. The apps VMs are domains for running corresponding
types of applications. The network VM runs netback and
serves as a network driver domain for the apps VMs. The
storage VM runs blkback and provides access to the disk for
the apps VMs. The administrative/GUI VM provides GUI to
users. For all VMs, Qubes OS runs Linux. Kite’s service VMs
reduce memory footprints, startup times, and attack surface,
which are critical for desktop and cloud users alike.
Some recent works [57] can strengthen the security of
MLS OSs by continuously re-rerandomizing address space
layout of device drivers. Kite can adopt similar techniques
in the future.
Hypervisor Disaggregation. The Flux OSKit [37] demonstrates how OSs can be constructed using components from
multiple different OSs, in particular by writing thin glue
layers that can be used to leverage existent stable device drivers from Linux and BSD. However, the Flux OSKit requires
manually modifying the glue layer each time drivers from
source OSs change. In contrast, Kite is based on NetBSD’s
anykernel architecture, which factors out device drivers into
components that can be executed unmodified anywhere, e.g.,
in other OSs, by using the rump kernel glue layer. Moreover,
rumprun, the rump kernel-based unikernel, allows running
a lightweight library OS atop the Xen hypervisor, unlike the
Flux OSKit.

Kite: Lightweight Critical Service Domains

Hypervisors, which run multiple virtual machines on the
same physical machine, are counted towards a trusted computing base (TCB) for cloud infrastructures. Xen uses Dom0
as a control VM. Dom0 is a fully-fledged OS that runs on
top of Xen. Unexpected behavior from Dom0 or Xen can
adversely affect any (DomU) guest OS. Therefore, there have
been several efforts [31, 55, 68] for splitting Xen responsibilities, so that an exploited or failed component does not
affect other components.
Prior works, discussed below, need fully-fledged VMs for
drivers. Kite nicely complements them by targeting drivers.
Xoar [31] disaggregates Dom0 functionality into nine
types of service VMs, each having different responsibilities.
Two of them, PCI backend and bootstrapper, run on top
of nanOS, a lightweight OS, destroyed after initialization.
Xoar uses nanOS only during bootstrapping, i.e., it does not
contribute to further PCI communication. For network and
storage driver VMs, Xoar uses heavyweight Linux, unlike
our work. This still opens a potentially large attack surface.
Our work nicely complements Xoar by providing lightweight
driver domains.
The Nexen [68] architecture decomposes the hypervisor
into three parts using page-based isolation mechanisms: security monitor, shared service domain, and Xen slices. The
security monitor provides isolation between internal domains and manages privileges by controlling all updates to
the memory management unit (MMU). Xen slices are composed of highly vulnerable hypervisor functionalities and
data needed by DomU. Each slice serves only one DomU.
The shared service domain provides the functionalities that
could not be decomposed into slices. A limitation of this
work is that Nexen does not manage I/O devices. Therefore,
Nexen relies on the native Linux PV (e.g., network and disk)
device drivers and cannot prevent abuses on the drivers.
Murray et al. [55] disaggregate the hypervisor by extracting the domain building process, called domain builder, from
Dom0 and porting it to a light-weight OS such that the TCB
attack surface remains small. However, for I/O calls, the domain builder relies on Dom0 which runs a backend driver as
well as a physical driver. Therefore, this disaggregation does
not secure the I/O path. SSC [30] describes a modified Xen architecture for reducing TCB by distributing DomU responsibilities to multiple user-level service domains called UDom0.
Each DomU belongs to one UDom0, which enforces isolation.
Apart from UDom0, this design has a system-wide administrative domain, called SDom0, and a domain builder. SDom0
has multiple responsibilities, including scheduling and I/O
device virtualization. Therefore, Dom0 has a relatively larger
attack surface, and errors can affect core functionalities.
OS Architectures. Containers, e.g., Docker [54], have only
process-level isolation. For better isolation, containers run
in VMs with fully-fledged OSs [33, 38], but they have a large
attack surface.
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The hypervisor can also be used to build one OS by disaggregating its components. For example, VirtuOS [56] isolates
critical OS components in separate VMs, which are similar
to driver VMs. Since VirtuOS uses fully-fledged Linux-based
VMs, the challenges with a large attack surface remain.
Unikernels are popular for cloud infrastructures [1, 63].
LibrettOS [58] extends rumprun’s support for multicore systems and (partially) Xen HVM. Kite further extends LibrettOS’s version of rumprun. Rumprun is ported to seL4 [34]
but the same problem with driver domains (sharing the NIC
between applications) arises in seL4. HEXO [59] takes advantage of low resource requirements of the HermitCore [48]
unikernel. However, HermitCore and other unikernels lack
rumprun’s rich device driver support. None of the prior
unikernel works improve the hypervisor itself. Kite’s shows
unikernels’ performance, security, and resource consumption benefits for privileged hypervisor components (i.e., driver VMs).
Trusted Execution Environments (TEE), such as Intel SGX
and AMD SEV, are being leveraged to secure applications
running in general-purpose VMs [62, 69] and in unikernels [66, 74–76]. Several works [50, 77] proposed secure I/O
paths between the applications and drivers as an extension
for TEE. However, TEE is orthogonal to our work but can
potentially be considered in Kite VMs to further enhance
security.
Kernel-bypass libraries such as DPDK [73] and SPDK [70]
provide high performance, but they lack standardized APIs
(use custom APIs) and therefore incur prohibitive engineering efforts to modify existing applications to use them. As
standardized API support for kernel-bypass libraries matures,
SPDK or DPDK driver domains can be developed. This is an
interesting future direction.
Our evaluation is inclusive of related works, such as Xoar
and Nexen, since these disaggregation approaches use fullfledged Linux for driver domains. Therefore, we did not
separately discuss them in the evaluation section.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the first implementation of unikernelized service VMs in MLS OSs. While past efforts have explored reducing the attack surface of hypervisors, our work
is the first to focus on improving memory footprint, isolation,
and security of privileged components such as device drivers
that run outside of the hypervisor. Kite’s novelty is that it
does not need a full-blown OS to run driver domains. Though
Kite’s benefits partially come from the rumprun design itself,
building a driver domain from rumprun was previously impossible. Kite’s driver domains have a number of advantages
compared to Linux-based driver domains: reduced number
of syscalls, ROP gadgets, smaller image size, and faster boot
time. Moreover, Kite does not rely on heavy-weight Linux
tools (xen-tools), which present a number of security issues.
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To realize the vision of unikernelized driver domains,
we had to overcome many challenges such as extending
rumprun’s Xen HVM support, and implementing the netback
and blkback drivers and special configuration/orchestration
tools inside the rumprun unikernel. Our experimental evaluation reveals that our driver domains provide competitive
performance to that of Linux-based driver domains, while
retaining all the benefits of unikernels.

AVAILABILITY
Kite’s code is available at https://github.com/ssrg-vt/kite.
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A
A.1

Artifact Appendix
Abstract

In this Appendix, we discuss how to deploy Linux-based
(Ubuntu) and Kite network and storage domains on a physical machine. We also discuss how to reproduce our experimental results presented in Section 5.
A.2

Description & Requirements

Section 5 describes the experimental setup, including the
hardware, Xen hypervisor version, and operating systems
used for the different domains. Here we describe other hardware and software dependencies, used benchmarks, and how
to set up the artifact evaluation environment.
A.2.1 How to Access. The artifact is available at https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6348173.
The artifact instructions are provided in README. The artifact evaluation files are located at the kite/Artifact directory,
benchmarking scripts at kite/Artifact/benchmarking_scripts,
and configuration files at kite/Artifact/config. The config directory contains configuration scripts for building the Ubuntu
driver domain and guest domain. It also contains configuration scripts for booting up Ubuntu and Kite domains for
network and storage domain evaluation in network and storage subdirectories, respectively.
Kite’s latest source code is also available at https://github
.com/ssrg-vt/kite.
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Then, install the Xen 4.9.1 hypervisor and reboot the machine; GRUB should automatically boot Xen and launch
Dom0:
# apt install xen-hypervisor-amd64
A.3.2 PCI Passthrough. Find BDF numbers of the available PCI devices (NIC, NVMe) using the lspci command.
Then, add the corresponding device to the PCI assignable
list, where xx:xx.x represents the BDF number:
# modprobe xen-pciback
# xl pci-assignable-add xx:xx.x
A.3.3

Kite. Please set up Kite’s build environment:

# apt install build-essential git
# apt install libz-dev libxen-dev
Next, get Kite’s source and build it:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

git clone https://github.com/ssrg-vt/kite
cd kite
git submodule update --init --recursive --remote
CC=‘echo $PWD‘/gcc8fix.sh ./build-rr.sh -j16 hw
cd bridge
./ifconf.sh && ./run.sh
cd ../vbdconf
./run.sh

A.3.4 Guest Domain (DomU) for Server Applications.
First, create a logical disk drive to install a guest OS:

A.2.2 Hardware Dependencies. Driver domains require
physical 10Gbps NIC and NVMe devices via PCI passthrough
(similar to Section 5). Moreover, virtualization support to run
Xen is required. Physical machine deployment is required
since deployment in a virtual machine would involve nested
virtualization.

# lvcreate -L 40G -n ubuntu_guest /dev/<VG>

A.2.3 Software Dependencies. Kite should work with
any Linux-based OS. However, we recommend Ubuntu 18.04
LTS for the Dom0 and DomU OSs.

Install a VNC client (such as vncviewer) for GUI access
(using localhost) and finish Ubuntu guest installation.

A.2.4 Benchmarks. Our evaluation requires installation
of Nuttcp, Netperf, Redis, Apache, Memcached, MySQL on
the server machine inside DomU. The client (load generator)
machine should have corresponding client benchmark applications for Nuttcp (v8.2.2), Netperf (v2.6.0-2.1), Redis (v4.0.9),
Apache (v2.4.29), sysbench (v1.1.0) (for MySQL (v5.7.29)) for
network domain evaluation. For storage domain evaluation,
the client machine needs MySQL server (v5.7.29), sysbench
benchmark (v1.1.0), and Filebench (1.5-alpha3) benchmarks.
The benchmark scripts and instructions can be found in the
artifact package.
A.3

Setup

A.3.1 Xen. First, install Ubuntu 18.04 LTS on a 64-bit x86
machine. Please select “Use LVM with the new Ubuntu installation.”

Please download Ubuntu 18.04 LTS from https://releases.
ubuntu.com/18.04/ubuntu-18.04.6-desktop-amd64.iso. Then
launch a guest VM using the provided configuration file from
the artifact package:
# xl create -c config/ubuntu_guest_setup.cfg

A.3.5 Linux Driver Domain. First, create a logical disk
drive to install the Ubuntu driver domain:
# lvcreate -L 40G -n ubuntu_dd /dev/<VG>
Then copy the contents from /dev/<VG>/ubuntu_guest
to save the OS installation time for the Ubuntu driver domain:
# dd if=/dev/<VG>/ubuntu_guest
of=/dev/<VG>/ubuntu_dd bs=1G count=40
Launch the Ubuntu driver domain using the provided
configuration file ubuntu_dd_setup.cfg:
# xl create -c config/ubuntu_dd_setup.cfg
Next, install Xen tools. (It can be easier to simply install the
Xen hypervisor again.) Then, replace /etc/default/grub.d
/xen.cfg with the provided config/xen.cfg; it will prevent the driver domain itself from booting the Xen hypervisor. Finally, update GRUB by running ‘update-grub’.
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A.4

Evaluation Workflow

A.4.1 Major Claims.
• (C1): Kite achieves 10x faster boot time than an Ubuntubased driver domain. See experiment E1 in Section 5.2,
for which results are reported in Figure 4c.
• (C2): Kite’s network domain performs similarly to an
Ubuntu-based network domain. See experiment E2.
• (C3): Kite’s storage domain performs similarly to an
Ubuntu-based storage domain. See experiment E3.
• (C4): We skip Figure 5 (ROP gadgets) due to the need of
extra tools; this is not a fundamental paper result, it is
just given for information purposes only. The reduced
attack surface also follows from reduced image sizes.
A.4.2 Experiment E1 [Boot Time]. We measure the boot
time for both Ubuntu and Kite driver domains. We use network domains but results are similar for storage domains.
First, update config/network/ubunt_dd.cfg with the
BDF number of the network device:
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benchmark scripts from the artifact package to measure network throughput, CPU utilization, and latency. (The details
on the client machine setup are in README_benchmark.pdf.)
To evaluate Kite’s network domain, launch Kite as explained in E1. Next, launch the Ubuntu DomU:
# xl create -c config/network/guest_on_kite.cfg
You can run the same network benchmark experiments
from the client machine to evaluate Kite’s network domain.
We expect Kite to yield similar performance to that of Ubuntu.
A.4.4 Experiment E3 [Storage Performance]. To evaluate the Ubuntu storage domain, first launch it:
# xl create -c config/storage/ubuntu_dd.cfg
Attach the storage device to the Ubuntu storage domain:
# xl pci-attach <Driver Domain ID> ‘xx:x.x’
Launch the Xen driver domain daemon:

pci=[‘xx:xx.x,permissive=1’]

# xl devd
Next, launch the Ubuntu DomU guest:

Then, launch an Ubuntu-based network domain and measure the boot time manually until you see the login screen:

# xl create -c config/storage/guest_on_ubuntu.cfg
Mount the PV storage device to an empty directory:

# xl create -c config/network/ubuntu_dd.cfg

# mkdir disk
# mount /dev/xvdb disk

Next, terminate the Ubuntu domain. Then, to run Kite’s
network domain, first add the network device’s BDF number
into the config/network/kite_dd.cfg file. Next, launch
the Kite network domain using the following command:
# xl create -c config/network/kite_dd.cfg
Measure the boot time manually until you see a notification that says ‘Network domain is ready.’ To destroy
Kite’s domains, run the following:
# xl destroy <Kite domain id>
To locate domain IDs, run the following command in
Dom0, where Kite’s network domain is named ‘netbackend’:
# xl list
Kite should exhibit at least 10x faster boot time.
A.4.3 Experiment E2 [Network Performance]. To evaluate an Ubuntu-based network domain, first launch it:
# xl create -c config/network/ubuntu_dd.cfg
In the driver domain, create a network bridge, named
xenbr0, with the network interface corresponding to the
network device (assigned via PCI passthrough). Then, launch
the Xen driver domain daemon:
# xl devd
Next, launch the Ubuntu DomU guest:
# xl create -c config/network/guest_on_ubuntu.cfg
We run server applications such as Apache, Redis, Memcached, and MySQL in this guest machine. The client machine should be connected to the same network. We use the

We run the MySQL server with sysbench and Filebench
benchmark for file server, web server, and the MongoDB
server to evaluate the storage domains. You can use the
benchmark scripts from the artifact package (instructions are
in README_benchmark.pdf) to measure storage throughput, CPU utilization, and latency.
To evaluate Kite’s storage domain, first change the storage
device’s BDF number in the config/storage/kite_dd.cfg
file. Then, run the following command to build the storage
domain application and launch Kite’s storage domain:
# xl create -c config/storage/kite_dd.cfg
Next, launch the Ubuntu DomU guest:
# xl create -c config/storage/guest_on_kite.cfg
You can run the same benchmark experiments in the
Ubuntu guest VM to evaluate Kite’s storage domain. We
expect Kite to yield performance similar to that of Ubuntu.
A.5

Notes on Reusability

Our paper requires a physical machine with 10Gbps NIC and
NVMe (virtual machines, containers, etc. are impossible).

